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V
an der Waals epitaxy (vdWE) has
recently been identified as a facile
synthesis technique in the growth

of ultrathin two-dimensional (2D) layered
materials1�3 and their vertical heterostruc-
tures.4,5 Unlike conventional heteroepitaxy,
vdWE utilizes substrates whose surface is
chemically inert because of the absence
of surface dangling bonds such as fluoro-
phlogopite mica.6,7 In the vdWE growth,
the overlayer and substrate are mainly con-
nected by weak van der Waals interaction
instead of strong chemical bonding.8 There-
fore, vdWE can circumvent strict require-
ment of lattice matching, enabling the
growth of defect-free overlayer with differ-
ent crystalline symmetry to that of substrate.
In addition, vdWE allows overlayer to be
perfectly relaxed without excessive strain
in the heterointerface. These superior prop-
erties of vdWEmake it a powerful technique
to grow various 2D layered materials with
highly single crystalline. As mentioned initi-
ally, vdWE has been successfully applied to
prepare layered topological insulator Bi2X3
(X= Seor Te) nanoplates onmica,7 graphene
flakes on h-BN9 or mica,10 atomically thin

III�VI semiconductor flakes on mica3,11 and
transition-metal dichalcogenide nanoplates
on graphene12 ormica.1,13 Meanwhile, some
researchers have dedicated their efforts to
the vdWE growth of nonlayered materials
such as ZnSe quantum dots on GaSe,14 ZnO
nanowire arrays on graphene,15 InAs nano-
wires array on graphene16 and GaAs nano-
wires array on graphene.17 Very recently,
Q. Xiong et al. further conducted the incom-
mensurate vdWE growth of vertically
aligned ZnO nanowires array18 and II�VI
tripod nanocrystals19 on mica. These works
are a big breakthrough in the development
of vdWE since they extend the utilization of
vdWE to thegrowthofnonplanar/nonlamellar
nanoarchitectures. However, the utilization
and characteristics of vdWE on 2D nanoarch-
itectures for many important nonlayered
materials are still not very well documented.
Furthermore, 2D nanoarchitectures are of
great importance in fabricating electronic
and optoelectronic device due to their com-
patibility with traditional microfabrication
techniques. A fundamental research of vdWE
effects on the growth of planar/lamellar
nanoarchitectures of nonlayered materials
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ABSTRACT Van der Waals epitaxy (vdWE) is of great interest due to its extensive applications in the

synthesis of ultrathin two-dimensional (2D) layered materials. However, vdWE of nonlayered functional

materials is still not very well documented. Here, although tellurium has a strong tendency to grow into

one-dimensional nanoarchitecture due to its chain-like structure, we successfully realize 2D hexagonal

tellurium nanoplates on flexible mica sheets via vdWE. Chemically inert mica surface is found to be crucial

for the lateral growth of hexagonal tellurium nanoplates since it (1) facilitates the migration of tellurium

adatoms along mica surface and (2) allows a large lattice mismatch. Furthermore, 2D tellurium hexagonal

nanoplates-based photodetectors are in situ fabricated on flexible mica sheets. Efficient photoresponse is

obtained even after bending the device for 100 times, indicating 2D tellurium hexagonal nanoplates-

based photodetectors on mica sheets have a great application potential in flexible and wearable optoelectronic devices. We believe the fundamental

understanding of vdWE effect on the growth of 2D tellurium hexagonal nanoplate can pave the way toward leveraging vdWE as a useful channel to realize

the 2D geometry of other nonlayered materials.
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could enable the development of various functional
devices such as flexible photodetector being discussed
in this work.
Chalcogens, more specially, selenium (Se) and tell-

urium (Te) are p-type narrow band gap elemental
semiconductors (1.6 eV for Se20 and 0.34 eV for Te21).
Chalcogens crystals have a highly anisotropic crystal
structure as presented in Figure 1(a). Se or Te atoms
first form the helical chains along c-axis by the covalent
bonding. Then helical chains canbe readily packed into
a hexagonal crystal structure through van der Waals
interactions. They are of great interest for their fasci-
nating physical and chemical properties22�26 such as
high photoconductivity, anisotropy of the thermocon-
ductivity, hydration and oxidation catalytic activity,
high piezoelectric, thermoelectric and nonlinear
optical responses. So far, a large number of one-
dimensional (1D) chalcogens nanostructures have
been achieved by a variety of synthesis methods such
as microwave-assisted synthesis in ionic liquids,27

vapor phase growth28 and solution phase approach.29

More importantly, chalcogens have a high reactivity
toward a number of chemicals. Hence, chalcogens
nanowires are usually used as the templates to gen-
erate a wealth of functional nanomaterials such
as CdSe nanotubes,30 PbTe nanowire,31 Bi2Te3 nano-
wires,32 Te nanowire-Bi2Te3 nanosheets heterostruc-
ture33 and Te nanowire-In2Te3 nanosheets hetero-
structure.34 However, to the best of our knowledge,
few work reports the synthesis of 2D chalcogens
nanoarchitectures, which is likely because chalcogens

have a strong tendency to become 1D nanostructures
due to its special crystal structure.
Recent study of substrate mediation in vapor de-

position growth of SnSe2 nanoplates revealed the
migration barrier energy of SnSe2 atoms on mica
substrate is smaller than that on silicon (Si) substrate
due to the absence of surface dangling bonds on mica
substrate.35 Furthermore, our previous work indicated
that high-density Te pyramidswith irregular hexagonal
base were first assembled on the silicon (Si) surface
before the growth of well aligned 1D Te arrays in the
physical vapor deposition (PVD) process.21 This feature
is likely the result of strong interaction between Si
substrate and Te atoms caused by the dangling bonds
on Si surface, and the stacking of Te atoms along
vertical direction. Thus, it is strongly expected to design
the 2D regular hexagonal Te nanoplates via applying
vdWE growth on mica sheets by PVD. Since mica
provides a completely passivated surface that can
interact with Te atoms through weak van der Waals
forces. Consequently, high migration rate of Te ada-
toms on mica surface may lead to the faster growth of
2D Te nanoplates along the lateral direction.
Here we first demonstrate the vapor phase deposi-

tion of 2D hexagonal Te nanoplates on the flexible and
transparent fluorophlogopite mica sheets via vdWE.
The obtained 2D hexagonal Te nanoplate shows highly
single crystalline, large lateral dimensions (6�10 μm)
and thin thickness (30�80 nm). Because of the absence
of surface dangling bond on mica substrate, Te ada-
toms have a highmigration rate along themica surface

Figure 1. (a) Helical chain-like crystal structure of Se/Te. (b) Schematic illustration of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates on flexible
and transparentmica substrates by vdWE. (c) Typical OM image of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates with scale bar of 30 μm. Inset:
SEM image of single 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate, scale bar = 4 μm. (d) AFM image of a Te hexagonal nanoplate with thickness
of 32 nm, Scale bar = 2 μm.
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and thus promptly move toward growth sites, which
results in a fast lateral growth of 2D Te hexagonal
Te nanoplate without strict lattice match. The vdWE
growth behavior of 2D hexagonal Te nanoplates on
mica sheets are further evidenced by carrying out the
growth experiments of Te nanostructures on Si sub-
strate, where a large number of irregular microcrystals
are observed even exerting the same experimental
conditions as that on mica. Unique 2D geometry of
regular Te hexagonal nanoplates facilitates their fabri-
cations into functional electronic and optoelectronic
device. In this work, we have fabricated single 2D Te
hexagonal nanoplate photodetector directly on flex-
ible mica growth substrate. High photoresponse is
observed in two-terminal 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate
device even after bending the flexible mica sheet for
100 times. While the focus of this work is on 2D Te
hexagonal nanoplates, we believe that this under-
standing can be applied to exploit 2D nanostructures
of other nonlayered materials such Se and Se/Te alloy
which share the same crystal structure as that of Te.
Furthermore, our work may pave the way toward
utilizing 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates as the templates
to generate a wealth of Te-based 2D functional nano-
materials such as ZnTe and CdTe by solution phase
methods as the works done on Te nanowries.31,32

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different from the previous vapor phase deposi-
tion of Te nanostructures,21,28 fluorophlogopite mica
[KMg3(AlSi3O10)F2] sheets with exposed surface (001)
were used as substrates. Fluorophlogopite mica sheets
with pseudohexagonal Z2O5 (Z = Si, Al) layered struc-
ture were first mechanically cleaved into flexible trans-
parent thin flakes (Figure 1(b)). More details of the
growth process and characterization are described in
the Materials and Methods section. The optical micro-
scope (OM) images in Figure 1(c) are obtained from
the synthesized products on flexible transparent thin
flakes. The typical shape of Te nanostructures are
regular 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates (Figure 1(c) inset)
with lateral dimension of about 6�10 μm. The atomic
force microscopy (AFM) was carried out to show the
morphologies and thickness of 2D Te hexagonal nano-
plates. As indicated by Figure 1(d), Figures S1 and
S2 and Table S1 (Supporting Information), thickness
of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates mainly distributes in
30�80 nm. Interestingly, optical color image shows
different colors of Te nanoplates with similar nanoplate
lateral size. We have performed the AFM measure-
ments of Te nanoplates with different optical colors.
The results shows the optical colors are highly related
to their thickness. As shown in Figure S2 (Supporting
Information), the thickness of yellow Te nanoplate
is ∼38 nm. While for olive-green Te nanoplate, the
thickness increases to∼86 nm. The optical colors of Te
nanoplates gradually become dark with the increase of

thickness. Optical contrast dependence of thickness
provides a facile way to roughly identify the vertical
dimensions of Te nanoplates.36 Physical origin of large
optical contrast is ascribed to strong amplitude mod-
ulation of absorption in the Te nanoplates. In addition,
some 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates are found to be
enclosed by a large number of Te nanoislands, which
may result from the repeative nucleation of Te atoms at
the edges of 2D Te nanoplates in the growth process.
We will clearly explain this special morphology of Te
nanoplates in the later analysis.
The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was

applied to reveal the microstructure and chemical
composition of Te nanoplates. The synthesized Te
nanoplates were released into the ethanol by sonica-
tion of flexible mica substrates about 24 h. Then the
nanoplates were further dispersed onto copper grid
for the TEM measurements. Figure 2(a) shows one
complete Te nanoplate with hexagonal profile. Further
characterization of high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
(Figure 2(b)) obtained from one corner of Te nano-
plates clearly demonstrate the well-defined single
crystalline of hexagonal Te nanoplates. As marked by
two intersecting red lines, the HRTEM image exposes
two sets of distinct lattice fringeswith periodic space of
3.8 Å. The angle between two fringes ismeasured to be
120�, which is in agreement with the characteristic of
hexagonal phase. The in situ selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) as an inset in Figure 2(b) exhibits
a set of perfect hexagonal pattern, indicating 2D Te
nanoplates are of highly single-crystalline hexagonal
phase. Furthermore, the hexagonally symmetric
pattern manifests 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate is sur-
rounded by (100), (1�10), (0�10), (�100), (�110) and
(010) planes with top surface of (001). HRTEM image
at the edge of Te nanoplate is shown in Figure 2(c)
with inset of corresponding low-magnification TEM.
Distinctive nanoparticles are found to be formed at the
margin of Te nanoplates, which may be caused by
repeated nucleation of Te atoms along the edges of Te
nanoplate during the growth process. The nanoparti-
cles observed at the margin of Te nanoplate in HRTEM
images are consistent with the results of AFM images
as shown in Figure 1(d), where abundant Te nano-
islands are found at the edge of 2D Te hexagonal
nanoplate. In order to obtain more information regard-
ing the samples' composition and structure. The
samples are further characterized by electron energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Raman and Photo-
luminescence (PL). EDX study in Figure 2(d) proves
the composition of synthesized products is elemental
semiconductor Te. Peaks of Cu, Fe and Co results
from copper grid. Raman scattering measurements in
Figure 2(e) shows Te nanoplate has strong Raman-
active phonon modes because of its high atomic
number and large electronic polarizability. The stron-
gest peak at 117.3 cm�1 is related to the A1 model,
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corresponding to the atoms moving in the basal
plane.37 Peaks at 89.0 and 136.2 cm�1 both belongs
to degenerate E modes.37 Peak of 89.0 cm�1 is caused
by a- and b-axis rotation and peak of 136.2 cm�1 is
related to asymmetric stretching mainly along the c-
axis.37 Figure 2(f) exhibits thePL of Te nanoplate excited
at 325 nm. The deconvolution of the strong and broad
peak produces three Gaussian components centered at
413, 434, and 463 nm. The PL characteristics in ourwork
are in accordancewith that of Te nanowires reportedby
S. Yu et al.38 The PL of Te nanoplates primarily distri-
butes over the range of 2.2�3.1 eVwhich ismuch larger
than the band gap of Te (0.34 eV). According to the self-
consistent Hartree�Fock�Slater calculation39 and op-
tical absorption spectrum40 of Te, PL peak at 413 nm
in our work should be electron radiation transition
from p-antibonding triple of conduction band (CB) to
p-bonding triple of valence band (VB). Peaks at 434 and
463 nm are likely the electron radiation transition from
p-antibonding triple of CB to p-lone-pair triple of VB.
Excellent PL behavior of Te hexagonal nanoplates hints
their promising application in optoelectronic device.
Now we focus on the growth mechanism of 2D Te

hexagonal nanoplate. As illustrated in Figure 3(a,b),
two major steps are involved in the growth process
that (1) growth of 3D Te nanoislands and (2) formation
of 2D regular Te hexagonal nanoplate. At the initial
stage, Te atoms first gather into individual Te nanois-
land (Figure 3(c)). The substrate temperature and
the growth duration of the initial stage is 500 �C and
20 min, respectively. And then Te nanoislands become

big and coalesce into a large Te nanoparticle (not
shown in Figure 3). Thus, the growth of Te hexagonal
nanoplate follows the Volmer�Weber (VW) model,

Figure 2. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of individual 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate. (b) Typical HRTEM imageobtained from
the corner of hexagonal Te nanoplate. Inset: corresponding SAED. (c) HRTEM image achieved on the edge of Te nanoplate,
suggesting new nucleation at the sides of hexagonal Te nanoplate. Inset is the corresponding low-magnification TEM image.
(d) EDX obtained from the same hexagonal Te nanoplate in (a). (e) Raman of a Te hexagonal nanoplate. (f) PL of Te hexagonal
nanoplates excited by 325 nm laser (black line). The deconvolution of the band gives three Gaussian components with peaks
at 413, 434, and 463 nm.

Figure 3. Schematic illuminations for the evolution process
of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate. (a) AFM images of Te nano-
islands at the initial stage of growth process and (b) a
complete 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate, scale bar in (b) is
2 μm. (c,d) The simulation for the growth process of Te
nanostructure corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively.
Scale bar in (d) is 2 μm. (e) Crystal structuremodel for the Te
andmica at the interface. The bottom surface of Te nanplate
(001)Te is parallel to the top surface of mica (001)mica.
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where 3D isolated islands are first formed and then
merged into single structure.41With continuous supply
of Te atoms, the single Te nanoparticle gradually grows
into a perfect hexagonal Te nanoplate (Figure 3(d)).
It is worth to note that in this stage new Te nanoislands
are formed at the edges of Te hexagonal nanoplate
due to the reduplicative nucleation of Te atoms as
demonstrated in HRTEM of Figure 2(c). However, Te
nanoplates displayed in Figures S1(b�d) and S2(b�e)
(Supporting Information) do not show obvious nano-
islands at the edge. Since Te nanoplate grows faster
along lateral direction than vertical direction, lateral
(100) equivalent planes should bemore active than top
(001) surface. That means lateral (100) equivalent
planes are the growth active sites in the whole growth
process. Te adatoms tend to diffuse toward these active
sites and combine with Te atoms at the edge. As Te has
a strong tendency to become one-dimensional struc-
ture, Te nanoislands with sharp tips are first formed at
the edge of Te nanoplates. That is the reason why Te
nanoislands occursmainly at the edge of Te nanoplates
and their thickness is larger than that of remaining
body. However, that also means Te nanoislands should
exist within the body with the growth of Te hexagonal
nanoplate. Actually, the sharp tips of Te nanoislands are
unstable. Te atoms on the sharp tips tend to diffuse
toward lateral (100) planes, leaving the stable top (001)
surface. As a result, there are no obvious nanoislands
on the body and at the edge of most Te nanoplates.
Te nanoplate shown in Figure S1(b) (Supporting
Information) is a special case, where a large number
of Te nanoislands are found on the top (001) surface as
demonstrated in its three-dimensional AFM image of
Figure S3 (Supporting Information). However, these
Te nanoislands are much smaller than Te nanoislands
at the edge, which further proves the sharp tips of
Te nanoislands are unstable. With the growth of
Te nanoplate, sharp tips will gradually decompose.
Consequently, for Te nanoplates with nanoislands on
the body and at the edge, the Te nanoislandswill finally
disappear if the reaction is sufficient. That is whywe see
most Te nanoplates as shown in Figures S1(b�d) and
S2(b�e) (Supporting Information) do not show obvious
nanoislands within the body and at the edge.
It is worth to note that the lateral dimension of

hexagonal nanoplate increases with the increase of
thickness. In order to accurately estimate the relation-
ship between thickness and lateral dimension, we
made a statistics on the distribution of lateral size as
shown in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The aver-
age lateral dimension of Te hexagonal nanoplates with
thickness of 30�60 nm is 4.5 μm. This value increases
to 6.1 μm with increase of thickness from 30�60 nm
to 70�90 nm. Further increase the thickness to
90�120 nm, the lateral size reaches up to 8.9 μm.
Consequently, the lateral dimension significantly
increases with the increase of hexagonal nanoplate

thickness. Obviously, the growth rate along lateral
direction (Gl) is much faster than that along vertical
direction (Gv), leading to the lamellar 2D Te nanoplate.
Themica substrate used in this work is crucial for the

formation of Te hexagonal nanoplates. In this work,
the mica sheets are mechanically cleaved along (001)
surface, which is chemically inert due to the absence of
surface dangling atoms as shown in Figure 3(e) (down).
On the one hand, the chemically inert mica surface
enable epitaxial growth of Te nanoplate along the
lateral direction without strict lattice matching. On
the other hand, weak van der Waals interaction be-
tween mica substrate and Te adatoms facilitates the
lateral migration of Te adatoms on mica surface, and
thus accelerating the growth of Te nanoplate along
the lateral direction. The vdWE effect of Te hexagonal
nanoplate onmica is definitely confirmedby thegrowth
of Te microcrystals on Si. Under the same reaction
conditions as that for Te hexagonal nanoplate on mica,
a layer of Temicrocrystalswith variousmorphologies are
obtained (Figure S4, Supporting Information). In con-
trast to mica surface, three-dimensionally bonded Si
has dangling bond at the surface. The strong chemical
bonding interactionbetweenSi surfaceandTeoverlayer
significantly increases themigration barrier energy of Te
adatoms along the Si surface. In this case, Te adatoms
are expected to accumulate toward vertical direction.
In addition, irregular shapes of Temicrocrystals are likely
caused by the large lattice mismatch at the interface
between Te overlayer and Si substrate, which prevents
the incommensurate epitaxy of Te microcrystals. Except
for the chemically inert surface provided by mica, sub-
strate temperature is also important for the growth
of planar Te nanoplates with special exposed surface.
We believe, under the growth temperature of 500 �C in
our work, (100) equivalent planes of Te nanoplates are
likely more active than the top (001) surface. Normally,
during the nucleation and the growth, the vapor atoms
prefer to fuse with the high energy crystallographic
planes in the crystal lattice system.42 Thus, the high
active (100) equivalent planes of Te nanoplates grows
faster than low active top (001) surface.
One thing should be noted that, unlike layered

materials which prefer to become 2D nanoarchitec-
tures due to its strong in-plane covalent bonding in
individual atomic layers and weak van der Waals
interaction between two adjacent layers, Te is more
difficult to be grown into 2D nanostructures due to
its helical chain-like structure.22,25 Take topological
insulator Bi2Te3 as an example,2,7 Bi2Te3 has a layered
structure where Bi and Te atoms bind covalently in
each planar quintuple layer (QL). TheQLs hold together
by weak van der Waals interaction. In the growth
process of Bi2Te3 nanoplates, the incoming atoms tend
to find the dangling bonds at the edge of the nuclei
and bind covalently with atoms at the edge. Although
some atoms are first adsorbed on the top (001) surface,
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they quickly diffuse toward the edges since top (001)
surface is passivated by chemically saturated Te atoms.
Consequently, Bi2Te3 can be easily grown into 2D
ultrathin nanoplates with lateral size of several micro-
meters and vertical thickness of a few QLs even on the
oxidized silicon.2 With further utilization of chemically
inert mica sheets, the lateral dimension of Bi2Te3
triangle nanoplates reaches up to 0.1 mm. In addition,
the orientation of Bi2Te3 triangle nanoplates can even
be controlled to the multiples of ∼60�. The growth
positions can also be adjusted by using selective
oxygen plasma etching.7 In contrast to Bi2Te3, Te has
a helical chain-like crystal structure as presented in
Figure 1(a). Te atoms first form the helical chains along
c-axis by the covalent bonding. Then helical chains can
be readily packed into one-dimensional hexagonal
crystal structure through van der Waals interactions.
However, with the help of chemically inert mica sheets,
the growth of Te nanoplate along the lateral direction
becomes much faster since (1) the chemically inert
mica surface enable epitaxial growth of Te nanoplate
along the lateral direction without strict lattice match-
ing and (2) weak van der Waals interaction between
mica substrate and Te adatoms facilitates the
lateral migration of Te adatoms on mica surface, thus
accelerating the growth of Te nanoplate along the
lateral direction. However, the vertical size of Te nano-
plate also slowly increases with the increase of lateral
dimension as demonstrated in Table S1 (Supporting
Information) since Te adatoms can be bonded by the
unsaturated Te atoms on top (001) surface via covalent
interaction. As a result, the thickness of Te nanoplate
(∼30�80 nm) obtained in our work is much larger

than that of Bi2Te3 triangle nanoplates (a few QLs). The
larger and thinner Te nanoplates may be obtained by
further increasing the activation of lateral (100) equiva-
lent planes and reducing the activation of top (001)
surface viamodulating the substrate temperature. The
successful realization of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates in
this work may pave the way toward leveraging vdWE
as a useful channel to synthesize 2D nanostructure of
other nonlayered materials.
Unique planar structure of 2D Te hexagonal nano-

plate on flexible mica sheets enables the fabrication of
functional electronic and optoelectronic device. In this
work, we in situ construct a photodetector based on
2D Te hexagonal nanoplate on flexible mica sheets as
indicated in Figure 4(a,b). Figure 4(c) shows the current
(I)-voltage (V) characteristics of a Te hexagonal nano-
plate device in the dark and in the presence of
laser with wavelength of 473 nm and light intensity
of 761.9 W m�2. A pronounced photoconducting
response is observed when the device is irradiated by
473 nm laser. To study the stability of the device, time
dependence of photoresponsewas performed at room
temperature as shown in Figure 4(d). With the illumi-
nation on and off, the current exhibits the same level of
both noise and photocurrent, suggesting high stability
and repeatability of our device. Here, photocurrent (ΔI)
is defined by the difference between Ion and Ioff. The
large dark current may be caused by vacancies and
surface defects of Te hexagonal nanoplate. In addition,
linear relationship (Figure 4(e)) between ΔI and laser
intensity within the range of 161.9�761.9 W m�2 fully
reflects that Te hexagonal nanoplate device should be
a typical photon-dependent resistor that means more

Figure 4. (a) Photograph of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates-based device. (b) OM image of electrodes pattern. Inset: single Te
hexagonal nanoplate photodetector, scale bar = 2 μm. (c) I�V curves in the dark and in the presence of 473 nm laser of single
Te hexagonal nanoplate photodetector. (d) Time-dependent photoresponse of Te hexagonal nanoplate device with voltage
bias of 2 V. (e) Power dependence of photocurrent at 2 V bias. (f) A separated response and reset cycle.
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photons producesmore carriers. Exponential functions
were used to fit the rising and decaying curve of an
enlarged single cycle as shown in Figure 4(f), indicat-
ing that the response time (τrising) and recovery time
(τdecay) are 4.4 and 2.8 s, respectively. Here, τrising is
related to the time taken from the dark current increas-
ing to 1�1/e ≈ 63% of the maximum photocurrent,
and the τdecay is taken from the 1/e ≈ 37% of the
maximum photocurrent.43 Both of the rising time and
recovery time of Te nanoplages are larger than that of
few-layer GaSe nanoplates3 and single-layer MoS2.

44

Generally speaking, the absorption and desorption of
gas molecules on the surface are an important factors
that affects the rise and decay times.43 Take the ZnO
nanosensor as an example, the oxygen absorption and
desorption on the surface of ZnO nanowires caused
the slow UV response and recovery.45 After surface
passivation, the rising and decay time both decrease
from about one second to a few milliseconds. The
surface functionalization significantly reduce the num-
ber of active sites on the surface of ZnO nanowires and
thus eliminate the impact of oxygen absorption and
desorption. As to the Te nanoplate, gas molecules may
influence its photoresponse if surface of Te nanoplates
resides a large amount of active sites. However,
the trap states inside the material can also severely
deteriorate the rise and decay speed.46 Te nanoplates
obtained in our work may be the imperfect semicon-
ductor and have large number of trap states. Thus,
photogenerated carriers first fill the trap states and
then reach the maximum when Te nanoplates are
illuminated, which prolongs the response time. Con-
sequently, once the light is turned off, partial carriers
will be released slowly from the trap centers, which
deteriorates the reset speed.46 From this point, the
thickness of Te nanoplates has a strong effect on
τrising and τdecay since the thicker Te nanoplate have
more trap states inside the material than that of GaSe
nanoplate3 and single layer MoS2.

44

In situ fabrication of Te hexagonal nanoplate photo-
detector on mica sheets make the device possesses
highly flexible. Figure 5(a) displays the photoresponse
of another Te hexagonal nanoplate photodetector on
flexible mica sheets as shown in Figure 4(a). The drastic

increase in current under 473 nm laser illumination
is observed compared with the current in the dark.
In order to investigate the durability of the flexible
photodetector based on 2D Te hexagonal nanoplates,
the photoresponse of the devices fabricated on flexible
mica sheets wasmeasured before and after repeatedly
bending the device. Figure 5(b) and (c) plots the
photoresponse versus time with the 473 nm laser on
and off before and after continuously bending
the device for 100 times, respectively. Noise current
reduces from ∼9.3 to ∼7.9 μA and photocurrent
decreases from ∼2.7 to ∼2.3 μA. A slight decrease of
both noise current and photocurrent may be caused
by the higher contact barrier due to the relaxation
of the electrode contacts after bending the device for
100 times. High stability of 2D hexagonal Te nanoplate-
based photodetector on flexible mica sheets may
open up their applications opportunity in flexible and
wearable device. It worth to note that 2D hexagonal
Te nanoplate-based photodetector shows very large
photoresponsivity (Rλ). Here, Rλ is defined as the
photocurrent generated per unit power of incident
light on the effective area of a photodetector. Rλ of
devices used in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are measured
to be 162.4 and 389.5 A/W respectively. The high
photoresponsivity of Te hexagonal nanoplate on flex-
ible mica sheets indicates its promising application in
functional optoelectronic device. Here, the illuminated
area of devices used in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is 24.0μm2

and 10.0 μm2, respectively. Both of the devices are
measured under the voltage bias of 2 V.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we succeeded in vdWE growth of 2D
Te hexagonal nanoplate by using mica substrate.
The thickness and lateral dimension of 2D Te hexa-
gonal nanoplate can be controlled to 30�80 nm and
6�10 μm, respectively. Although Te has a strong
tendency to become 1D nanoarchitecture due to its
highly anisotropic crystal structure, the Te nanoislands
are still developed into regular 2D Te hexagonal nano-
plate since mica sheets greatly increase the lateral
growth rate of 2D Te hexagonal nanoplate. Because
of the absence of surface dangling bonds, mica supply

Figure 5. (a) I�V curves in the dark and in the presence of 473 nm laser of another Te hexagonal nanoplate photodetector.
Inset: SEM image of the device with scale bar of 1 μm. Time trace of photoresponse when laser was toggled on and off before
(b) and after bending the device for 100 times (c).
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a ideal vdWE substrates, which profoundly enhances
the large migration rate of Te adatoms along mica
surface. This function can be further evidenced by
using Si as the growth substrates, where a layer of
irregular Te microcrystals are obtained although
exerting the same experimental conditions as that
on mica sheet. Unique 2D geometry of Te hexagonal
nanoplate facilitates the fabrication of functional
electronic and optoelectronic device. In this work,
Te hexagonal nanoplates-based photodetector is

in situ fabricatied on flexible mica sheets. High photo-
response is observed even after bending the device
for 100 times, indicating the device has a great
application potential in flexible and wearable optoe-
lectronic device. As a case of study, our work may
lead to the widely exploitation of vdWE on the con-
trolled synthesis of 2D nanostructure of other non-
layered functionalmaterials such as Se and Se/Te alloy,
which share the same crystal structure as that of
tellurium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of 2D Hexagonal Te Nanoplates. 2D hexagonal Te

nanoplates were obtained by using PVD method in horizontal
vacuum tube furnace with single temperature zone. Te powder
was loaded (99.99%, alfa aesar) in the center of quartz tube.
Fluorophlogopite mica [KMg3(AlSi3O10)F2] sheets or Si wafer
were placed in the downstream area. The sealed quartz tube
was evacuated and flushed few times with high purity Ar gas
in order to provide oxygen free environment. In the growth
process, Ar gas was fed with a constant flow rate of 100 sccm
by maintaining tube pressure of 100 mbar. The whole reaction
process was carried out under the furnace temperature of
750 �C for the source and 500 �C for the substrate. The reaction
process was maintained for 60 min. And then the furnace was
naturally cooled down to the room temperature.

Characterizations. Morphology, composition and microstruc-
ture of the synthesized products were characterized by optical
microscope (OM, Olympus BX51M), field emission scanning
electronmicroscopy (FESEM, Hitach S4800), atomic forcemicro-
scopy (AFM, VeecoMultimode), Raman (Renishaw InVia, 532 nm
excitation laser), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM),
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and electron energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) attached to the TEM. Photo-
luminescence (PL) were collected by using a 325 nm He�Cd
laser (Kimmon, ik3301R-G) to excite the samples. The PL signals
was dispersed by a 550 mm spectrometer (HORIBA JobinYvon)
and detected by a Si-CCD cooled by liquid nitrogen.

Fabrication and Measurements of 2D Te Hexagonal Nanoplate-Based
Photodetector. Two-terminal electrodes of individual Te nano-
plate were in situ fabricated. Copper grid shadow mask with
typical gaps of 2 μmwas covered on the surface of flexible mica
sheet. Subsequently 8 nm Cr and 100 nm Au was evaporated,
respectively. The electrical transport and photoresponse beha-
vior of individual device weremeasured at room temperature in
the ambient air using a manual probe station (Everbeing, BD4)
equipped with a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization
system. A 473 nm laser is employed to perform photoresponse
experiments.
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